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Flintoff: Lord Of The Fries
Here's your chance to win £500 in holiday vouchers thanks to Sky 1.
This year, two new uplifting shows land on Sky 1 to help you
dust off the winter blues...
And, we’ve been inspired to give you the chance to win £500 to
spend either on a European break, or here in the UK.
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First up, from the creators of Educating Essex, it's time to warm
yourself up with The Holidaymakers , Monday nights at 8pm.
Join some very different families as they are thrown together
under the scorching Spanish sun. Expect contrasting
personalities, lifestyles, and outlooks on life as the families try to
make the most of their Mediterranean holiday together.
Next, coming soon to Sky 1, Freddie Flintoff and pal extremecyclist Rob Penn return for their next adventure in Flintoff: Lord
Of The Fries, starting on Friday February 13th at 8pm.
Since childhood, it's been Freddie's dream to run his own fish
and chip shop and now he invites you to join him on a journey
as he discovers the reality of having his own mobile chippy as
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him and Rob tour the UK together. Be prepared to laugh along
as you watch the lads get up to their cheeky old tricks while
selling one of the nation's most loved dishes.
For your chance to win £500 of travel vouchers thanks to Sky 1’s
new 8pm line-up, just answer the simple question below. Entries
close at 23:59 on Sunday 8th February.

Win £500 In Holiday Vouchers
We're sorry, this competition is over.
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